Abstract-In order to overcome the separately selection advantages of traditional feature and RBF neural network parameter, increase accuracy rate of network's intrusion detection, there came up with a research on neural network intrusion detection of improved particle swarm optimization. According to optimize the feature selection of network and RBF neural network parameter, established a neural network intrusion detection model of IPSO-RBF, made convergence and disturbance variation analysis on improving optimized particle swarm optimization, finally made a experimental simulation to this detection model, the result showed: compared with traditional models, the neural network intrusion detection of improved particle swarm optimization was faster and has a higher accuracy rate as well as efficiency.
INTRODUCTION
With the increasing number of network users, network attacks happens more often, passivity and traditional firewall technology cannot meet the needs of network security, network intrusion detection system (IDS) is an active protection and became an important subject in the area of network security [1] [2] [3] .
Network intrusion detection is a classification problem in pattern recognition, it mainly contains the modules like feature selection, classifier selection and optimization and so on, network data is highly complexity with the characteristics as high-dimensional, and the feature set contains some redundant and useless features, those may increase of model training time and calculation complexity, and has negative effect on intrusion detection result [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . For this, before the model establishment of intrusion detection, often uses feature selection algorithm to choose feature subset which help the detection result and reduce feature dimension, the current operation has the feature selection means based on sequence search algorithm, principal component analysis, genetic algorithm, particle swarm optimization [9] . Besides feature subset, network intrusion detection result also has a close relationship with classifier and parameters, current network intrusion detection model mainly concludes. Bayesian network, neural network, support vector machine and so on. Because network intrusion detection is a large sample classification problem, to the large sample classification problem, support vector machine is lower in training velocity, which goes against with instantaneity and the characteristic on the line of network intrusion detection [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Neural network needs not priori knowledge and can nonlinear and limitless approximate the system, especially RBF neural network has the advantages like simple feature and high learning velocity, which is wildly used in network intrusion detection [15] [16] [17] . In practical application, the classification feature of RBF neural network has a close relationship with its parameter, to get a optimal performance network intrusion detection model, it needs a optimal adaptive RBF neural network intrusion detection mode [17] . In current network intrusion detection model, the select of feature and classifier is separated, while operates individually, that cannot figure out which of the feature selection or RBF neural network selection is operated firstly, often random determines, it difficult to get the parameter of optimal feature subset and RBF neural network at the same time, in order to get an optimal network intrusion detection performance, the feature selection and RBF neural network parameter should operates at the same time.
In order to increase the accuracy of network intrusion detection, overcome the disadvantages of traditional feature and RBF neural network parameter separately select, came up with improved particle swarm optimization (IPSO) to optimize network intrusion detection model of neural network (IPSO-RBF). Uses KDD Cup 99 data set to make a simulation experiment, to prove the efficiency and superiority of IPSO-RBF network intrusion detection model. This text made explorative and innovative works mainly at this following aspects:
(a) Came up with the feature selection and parameter optimization of RBF neural network. Through the feature selection object for RBF neural network, optimized it with binary vector which can decrease the feature dimension and increase the network's intrusion detection accuracy;
(b) Came up with the intrusion detection model of IPSO-RBF neural network, gave the algorithm of particle swarm and the algorithm process of neural network's intrusion detection model; analyzed hybrid particle swarm's optimization and convergence of parallel directional disturbance, made it fractal dimension and parallel directional disturbance, when the group premature convergence, PDT method took 
(3) In order to test the network intrusion detection model's performance of IPSO-RBF neural network, used KDD Cup 99 dataset, made simulation experiment in Matlab 2009 software. To make the IPSO-RBF neural network's detection result comparatively, used unimplemented feature selection, randomly chose RBF neural network parameter, input all kinds of intrusion training samples to RBF neural network to learn, and optimized corresponding features and parameters, established relevant network intrusion detection model, the result showed, compared with traditional model, the neural network intrusion detection model based on particle swarm algorithm optimization, has high accuracy with less time and better convergence.
II. FEATURE SELECTION AND RBF NEURAL NETWORK PARAMETER OPTIMIZATION

A. Problem of Feature Selection Optimization
As to network status feature set 0. 0, uses binary vector to indicate feature selection: 0. 0, among them, 0. 0 refers to network feature dimension, 1 and 0 respectively refers to the corresponding features being selected or not.
The goals of feature selection is to reduce the feature dimension, increase accuracy of network intrusion, so the network status feature optimization problem can be described as:
B. Optimization Problem of RBF Neural Network Parameter
RBF neural network is a three-layer forward feedback neural network, input layer links network and external environment, hidden layer reflects input layer and signals in hidden layer, output layer outputs vector. RBF neural network structure is as figure 1: Figure 1 . RBF neral network structure Sets the input vector in i sample as X i (i=1, 2, …, n), output vector in j sample as Y j (j=1, 2, …, m), center vector in j radial basis function as C j (j=1, 2, …, n c ), then the network output of RBF neural network is:
In the formula, w ij is the weight between hidden layer and output node, w i0 is the threshold in i node, Y ij is output in i node, n c is the number of hidden layer nodes, f is radial basis function, the definition is as following:
In this formula, ||x-c i || refers to the distance between x and c i , c i refers to the central value of implicit function, σ i refers to kernel width.
RBF neural network performance value 0. 0, 0. 0 and 0. 0, related in value, to get a optimal RF neural network model, firstly needs the selection of ideal 0. 0, 0. 0 and 0. 0, so the optimized model of RBF neural network parameter is:
Uses network intrusion detection accuracy (G) as neural network parameter optimized objective function, the problem of RBF neural network parameter can be described as:
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C. Joint Optimization
Because the optimize goal of formula (1) and (5) are both to increase the detection accuracy of network intrusion detection, so in order to have better accuracy of using network intrusion detection, to excavate the links between feature subset selection and RBF neural network parameter, optimizes feature subset and RBF neural network parameter at the same time.
Joint optimization mathematical model of feature selection and RBF neural network parameter is:
In the formula, G refers to network intrusion detection accuracy; S refers to feature subset; M refers to RBF neural network parameter.
PSO algorithm is a swarm intelligence algorithm which simulates bird flock preying behavior and with representativeness, through the information exchange of particles and cooperation to find optimal position, it's easy to complete, also has a strong parallelism and the ability of search fast, can find out globally optimal solution in a shorter time. So this research takes PSO algorithm feature selection subset and RBF neural network's parameter w ij , c i , σ i , and improves it to increase the accuracy of intrusion detection.
III. INTRUSION DETECTION MODEL
A. Improved Particle Swarm Optimization
Set ] are representatively the best position that particle i and the group had experienced, then the update formula of particle velocity and position is
, , ,
In this formula, c 1 and c 2 are acceleration coefficient; k is current iterations; r 1 and 2 are random number in interval [0, 1]; ω is inertia weight.
If a particle finds a local optimum position, then other particles will aggregate towards it fastly, thus the particle swarm is easily fell into local optimum, emerges local convergence.
Chao is sensitiveness and has a strong ability in ergodicity to initial condition, can make use of chaotic perturbation of the particle swarm with this quality to increase search ability of particle swarm algorithm. A classical Logistic equation as formula (9) , from formula (9) , it can iterates a certain time order z 1 , z 2 , z 3 , … by random initial original z 0 .
In this formula, µ is control parameter.
Judges the species has or nor emerged local convergence by the global change of particle swarm fitness. The fitness variance (σ 2 ) of particle swarm is defined as:
In this formula, N is particle swarm scale; f avg is average fitness of particle swarm; f is normalized scaling factor; f i is fitness of individual i.
B. Intrusion Detection Process
Collects status information of network system and turns it to a identifiable format by RBF neural network.
Emerges initial particle swarm, the bit string of particle contains network feature subset, RBF neural network parameter w ij , c i , σ i , according to initial particle fitness and determines individual extremum P t and group extremum P g , and makes fitness optimized particle position as globally optimal solution. Decodes particle position string, then operates the training sample by feature subset, inputs into RBF neural network to train, the parameter is w ij , c i , σ i , calculates the particle fitness value by test result. Fitness function f(x) is defined as:
In the formula, p refers to detected intrusions; total refers to total intrusions, S refers to selected feature subset, M refers to selected RBF neural network parameter.
If the particle fitness f(x i ) is better than its history optimum f(P best , i), then the position of this particle takes the place of f(P best , i). As well, if f(x i )>f(g best , i), then the position of this particle takes the place of f(P best , i).
From formula (7) and (8), updates the velocity and position of particle, and emerges a new generation of the particle swarm x(t+1).
Calculates fitness variance (σ 2 ) of particle swarm, if the difference of adjoin twice σ 2 is less than threshold C, then there emerged local convergence, and turns into step 7; if not, turns to step 8.
Makes chaos perturbation to optimized position vector p g= [p g, 1 , p g, 2 , …, p gd ] of particle swarm. As following:
( (6) If reaches maximum iterations, then turns to global optimal particle position, if not then turns to step (3) to continue to optimize.
(7) Decodes the optimal particle bit string to network feature subset, RBF neural network parameter w ij , c i , σ i . (8) From network feature subset, RBF neural network parameter w ij , c i , σ i, establishes optimal network intrusion detection model. Figure 2 is the particle aggregation state of each dimension when particle swarm algorithm optimizes 10-D Rastrigin function and emerges premature convergence. The coordinate directions of particle in research space are quite close, and some directions like 6-D are close to global optimized position 0. In the condition of some dimension had already gotten a better position, the particle with omnidirectional disturbance will lose its information of a better D, thus effects the variation effects. If makes unidirectional variation to every dimension of the particle, thus can gets rid of coupling by the directions of every particle, and makes efficiently turbulence to the 2, 4, 9 and 10 dimension in the figure, and searches a better position then drives the group to continuously make effectively research. 
C. Analysis
D. Hybrid Particle Swarm Optimization
The central algorithm of hybrid particle swarm optimization based on parallel directional turbulence (HPSO-PDT) is fractal dimension hybrid particle swarm optimization based on parallel directional turbulence. Set mn  matrix X as the position of particle swarm, m as the number of particle, n as the required argument number of objective function, ie, the search space dimension, g P is the optimal position currently group searches. When the group premature convergence, PDT method is based on g P and individually changes every dimension and forms new group. 
The variation searching space of particle takes the measure of linear narrow, which help global research of the early algorithm iteration, and has more pertinency on turbulence variation of the later iteration. The boundary of variation space:
In the formula, 1 t MAX   (16) In this formula, t is current iterations, MAX is maximum iterations.
Randomly generates an n D row vector which obeys uniform distribution from 0 to 1, then expands from Logistic chaotic mapping to mn  matrix S , so the undetermined particle position variation matrix Y can be calculated from this following formula:
Finally, the particle variation meets the demand of the following formula:
Sets current group velocity , t ij V as 0, and sets the current group position as history optimum position , t ij P of the particle, so as to help one-way turbulence.
When the elements of directional information matrix B is 1, its corresponding elements in X should values in variation matrix Y , so as to ensure every particle has only one dimension or coordinate direction changed. HPSO-PDT algorithm only makes turbulence in z directions in every variation.
When uses directional turbulence to make global optimization, combines traditional optimization such as 
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
A. Data Sources
In order to test the performance of network intrusion detection model of IPSO-RBF neural network, uses KDD Cup 99 data set, makes simulation experiment in software Matlab 2009. Because there are too much data in KDD Cup 99 data set, so randomly selects some data from it to test, the data distribution is as table 1. 
B. Comparative Model and Evaluation Index
In order to make the detection result of IPSO-RBF neural network comparative, uses preset feature selection, randomly selecte RBF neural network parameter (RBF); only uses the RBF neural network which makes feature selected by PSO (PSO-RBF2); both operates feature selection and RBF neural network parameter optimization by PSO, but sets (PSO-RBF3) aside as comparative model. The evaluation index is the accuracy of network intrusion detection.
C. Pretreatment of Data
In order to prevent too big or small feature value to affect the training velocity of RBF neural network, uniformed its feature value as following:
V. RESULT AND ANALYSIS
The testing environment of algorithm was: windows XPSP4 operating system, Intel Core2 CPU, 2 GB of RAM, 320GB of hard disk, the simulation experiment used Matlab 2009. Respectively compared PSO, LPSO with the IPSO-RBF algorithm proposed by this text. In order to test the viability and performance of the IPSO-RBF detection model proposed by this test, uniformly used unitary neural network model for PSO-RBF, RBF and IPSO-RBF. Randomly selected parts of data in the dataset and structured 4 series of sample datasets, every dataset contained 10000 normal data and 100 abnormal data, totally 10100 data records. Meanwhile, in order to test the algorithm's detection effect on different attack types, the number of concrete attack types in the four sample data are different.
A. The Compare About the Accuracy of Intrusion Detection
Inputs every kinds of training sample into RBF neural network and learns, also optimizes corresponding feature and parameter, establishes corresponding network intrusion detection model, then tests the samples, the result of every model operated in every data set, their average network intrusion detection accuracy (%) is as following Compared with RBF neural network, the average detection accuracy of feature selection and RBF neural network parameter optimization model has increased, which shows that, selects the feature subset and optimizes the RBF neural network can both increase the accuracy of network intrusion detection.
The intrusion detection accuracy of IPSO-RBF neural network model is the highest, which shows that operates only feature subset selection or optimizes neural network parameter can only optimizes some aspects without considering its internal relationship, however, IPSO-RBF neural network optimizes feature selection and RBF neural network parameter at the same time, can better describe network status information and make accurate detection of network intrusion.
B. Compare About Detection Time
The real-time of network is significant to network intrusion detection, uses tic and toc order to record average detection time(s) of every model to test sample, the result is as table 2.
From table 2 in all the network intrusion detection model, IPSO-RBF has the shortest detection time, which shows the fastest detection velocity, because IPSO-RBF operates feature selection and RBF neural network parameter optimization at the same time, efficiently reduces feature dimensions and the number of input nodes, lower the calculating complexity so speed up network intrusion detection. ; values inertia weight of PSO algorithm a constant 0. 7, inertia weight of LPSO algorithm linearly decreasing weight from 0. 9 to 0. 4, HPSO-PDT inertia weight uses the pattern of rapidly decline, when iterations is 0. 0, declines to 0. 4, then remains constant unchanged. Individually operates 50 times of different particle dimension and different optimization method, the average iteration curves of test function is as figure 4~15. From the function iteration process, the convergence result of HPSO-PDT has a obviously increase compared with basic PSO and LPSO algorithm. In the middle age of algorithm iteration, HPSO-PDT directional variation turbulence makes the group optimum solution gets a relatively steady update. During this process, because the huge gap between current optimum position and goal optimum position, the optimize efficiency of sequential quadratic programming is little, but on later iteration, optimum position 0. 0 broke away local optimum and 2274 JOURNAL OF NETWORKS, VOL. 8, NO. 10, OCTOBER 2013 closed to goal optimum position, sequential quadratic programming is efficiently, the value of objective function updated at big steps, speed up the convergence. VI. CONCLUSION Fully considered the relationship between feature subset and RBF neural network parameter, came up with a research on neural network intrusion detection of improved particle swarm optimization. Through feature selection of the network and RBF neural network parameter optimization, established neural network intrusion detection model of IPSO-RBF, made convergence and turbulence variation analysis to the improved optimized particle swarm, finally made simulation experiment on this detection model, the result showed: compared with traditional model, the neural network intrusion detection model of improved particle swarm optimization is accurate, fast and efficient.
